The Region of Continen

Coming up with Group Rights
What do Groups of people do?
Protect those within the group
Provide food for those in the group
Require representation as the group
Develop and pass culture
Come to a consensus on decisions
Increases strength of the individual
Maintains an identity unique to that group.
Addressing the things that all groups do allows rights to be allocated to the groups without forcing a
culture. This is to be provided to citizens of a nation state, for what determines a unique group must be
compared against a baseline which changes with different Societies. Group Rights does not supersede
Human Rights in any aspects.

Group Rights
Therefore these are the Group Rights of all Groups on Continen:
1) Groups have the right to stand with one another in times of destruction to prevent one
member from being executed as a result of unfair jurisdiction viewed by the group. Reasons must
be provided by the head of State of the result and further determination will be given.
2) Groups have the right to allocate food to members within the group. To add to the standard of
living of individuals within it, abbett the maintaining of the Human Rights of others.
3) Groups have the Right to receive representation by an individual elected by the group, by
group members. The Representative will speak on the group's behalf to other groups.
4) Groups have the right to maintain their culture through celebrations, building, education, and
other traditions, if these do not impede on the Human Rights of others.
5) Groups have the right to hold free elections to make decisions that involve the group, this
does not grant groups to make decisions on other groups or the whole population.
6) Groups have the right to represent one or more individuals within the Group to raise the
awareness of their actions.
7) Groups have the right to exchange or isolate their own identity to maintain their identity.

Why does there need to be a Continen?
We live in a world of ever increasing globalization, and because of this globalization a group of
people have emerged that does not have unity to those who share their similar characteristics of Race,
mixed cultures, and identity. In the past it was easy to marginalize this group by telling them to accept the
identity of the country of birth, but as history has shown us is that minorities within a nation are always at
risk for nationalism. Nationalism anywhere is a danger to this new group because there is no place for
which they can go and be recognized as not being a minority, and to add to this, because of the continued
marginalization of identity they don't even have the unity that is found among other ethnic minorities.
There needs to be a unifying region for which they can recognize, it is the right as a group. This group
does not need a place of origin for their existence in itself because of the departure from location of origin,
however what they do need is a place of identity. A place to develop a culture, and a name. We don’t
need a Continen just because they don’t feel part of the Society, we need a Continen because there
needs to be a unifying identity for the emerging group that is not just naming prior identities which they
are not part of just by being a mixture of another. Mixed Individuals do not need to continue to call

themselves mixed, mixed is a process, a past tense verb, not a noun. They are people, we need there to
be a name. Mixed Individuals are not repressed anywhere for the most part, the only repressing factor is
the attack on all sides for microaggression, lack of name, and the seemingly forced acceptance of identity
that does not completely describe your ethnic background, but also the fact that it does completely belong
to them, however their existence is a symbol of culture dilution. Mixed people are not a dilution, not a
verb, not anything that is other than a person. Give them something to unify under, that is affected by
those who live in the existence, not what outsiders believe it should be. Other individuals can place
themselves to being African, Asian, Middle Eastern, European, Pacific Islanders, Meso Americans, Native
Americans, Northern Eurasian, however saying that for a mixed individual is a complete neglect of what a
mixed person is. For a mixed person is not the two or more of those being unified as one, no a mixed
person is those two (or more) plus its very own identity for the sheer fact that it is up to them to find a way
to unify it themselves for it is not escapable, like any other racial identity.
The arguments against this from those who are not within this group is that everyone eventually
will be mixed so there is no need for an identity, just accept the culture that you adopted, everyone is
mixed, it’s important to keep that history of your blood, as it is.First I would like to address the statement
that everyone is mixed, plainly I will say no. The only reason people say they are mixed is because the
nations developed their borders that eventually separated the groups that were one only about 5000
years ago, but also continuing on this, if individuals were mixed why is it so easy for them to disregard
their other Continental Identity. If someone says they are Asian, why don't they also say that they are
African, is it the fact that they have the ability to just say one of these, without needing to say Earth; and
this in itself is a problem because mixed individuals are still in need to identify themselves with a
combination of two, rather than just theirs. Even if the words to describe people were just Eastern and
Western, though this is a good way to exclude even more people other than mixed, if you are still able to
just say one then that isn't a mixed. Having to say mixed is just to say something that does not have a
name. As long as there exists a word that could describe your ethnic background use that word, I'm sure
mixed individuals would love to say their version, that is not a verb.
Remembering the history of your blood has the issue of dilution. After about 4 generations
individuals seemingly need to stop calling themselves that identity, even though they are still as much that
identity as someone who through all 4 generations has just been mixing with those in their hometown. At
what point does a person become not something as not being able to represent their actions as
representing the group. Here is an example: An individual has an African ancestor, but the rest of his
ancestors for the past 4 generations have just been Asian, when that person is observed to have the
facial structure of an Asian person can he then say that it is an African Feature. If dilution did not exist in
the International definitions then he would still be 100% African, and 100% Asian, and his traits can be
said to be from wherever he is, therefore he can say all of his traits are representations of Africa. However
this is not the case because his features would begin to become a higher chance of belonging to Asia
because of the continued insertion of that feature. Because of this over time he becomes less and less
able to represent Africa by his very being. Therefore it brings up my next example: An individual has
Ancestor for the past 4 generations who have never had children with their race, therefore by the time he
is born he has no ability to say he represents any of them by the definition of the prior example, he has
become raceless, rather than just being Continen. In a perfect world we could say that it doesn’t matter,
but tracking your ethnic backgrounds let you know what diseases, and reasons your body acts the way it
does, are caused by. Dilution is what causes individuals to no longer say that they are mixed, without
dilution then we would all look like the original Humans.
Accepting the culture you like does not help in representation, against genocide, ethnic
susceptibility or anything that doesn’t just change with time. Culture is attached to age,era and region not
race, confusing culture to represent oneself does not help in your representation in a nation that is made
up of different peoples that share similar cultures. If you can be identified as different than having the
same culture as everyone else does not help your protection in corrupt laws. That possibility will always

exist, saying that it won't does not help the world. Being visually different for a mixed person is
everywhere, the minority no matter where they go, even if the culture is exactly like the majority. Mixed
race people can’t even unify together for protection in a group because of the thinking that that group is
not needed. Your mom is from Africa and your dad is from the Middle East. then countries from those
regions go to war, you are now in a situation, not due to your morality of having to choose a side and
being wrong, but due to your racial distribution.

The Laws of Continen
These Laws only apply to Continen in their form. They apply to Citizens of Continen, which means
individuals who are born with the Identity of Continen, or formally become a Continen Citizen at the age of
Cognisance.
1) Citizens have the rights to drink alcohol, to the extent that they do not cause harm to another or
become a burden to Society.
2) Citizens are permitted to travel to regions allocated to travel. Areas that may be prohibited are
military bases, toxic zones, hazardous zones (That doesn’t relate to crime), and diplomatic sites.
For these areas pose harm to the Society even if it is not harm to yourself.
3) Citizens have the right to vote for their representatives. This is for all persons in the group that is
holding elections to participate. This vote shall be anonymous and unassisted.
4) Citizens are permitted to set their own restrictions to what qualifies an individual to be
represented in their group.
5) Citizens are permitted to use mind altering drugs, the restrictions follow the same allocated to
alcohol.
6) All persons within a group must be recognized as equal with any other, except for the elected
representative for they have received the extra power to represent the group to others.
7) Groups are restricted from testing any individual’s legitimacy into a group.
8) Groups are prohibited from treating individuals that recognize as that group unequally.
9) All persons may only belong to one group.
10) Policing shall be monitored, individuals in policing, while on duty have no identity associated with
their identity outside of duty.
11) Incarcerations are only permitted to those who break the Human Rights of others.
12) Relocation with classes is for those who have become a burden to Society, but not to those who
break Human Rights of others.
13) Classes are to be given to those suspected of approaching the prior two.
14) All citizens are to be under, at the very least, the first category until proven otherwise.
15) CItizens are allowed to partake in business ventures with support until they break even on their
own, or the next tax season has passed. Whichever happens first.
16) Crimes shall be reviewed without sight of the one accused, if Human Rights are determined to
have been broken. The verdict shall be given for Guilty (Confession- apologetic), Guilty (Found),
Innocent.
17) After the verdict is given then the courts may commence the trial. The purpose for the verdict to
happen before the trial is to prevent the sentencing from being altered by the one accused
identity. Ensuring equality. The only thing that will be said is the crime.
18) Citizens while incarcerated only will maintain their Human Rights. Their Civil, economic and group
rights are removed.

19) All citizens outside working (Unemployed) shall receive a job under bond. This is that they work
for companies with payment by the government (which will be less than payment by the
cooperation). The company once they hire an employee must give reasons why they must remain
as a bond worker and not a full one. Then after review from the financial groups it will be
determined if this person ought to be hired, this is when the new tax season arrives.
20) Citizens who wish not to work must report this each tax season, or a warrant of check will be
issued.
21) Children under graduation age must be in education and register when the change of location
occurs, or when the next third of the year has passed, whichever comes first.
22) The registration of the child will consist of biological testing and medical screening, this is to
prohibit the changing of children, kidnapping, or the transmission of sexual diseases.
23) In the terms of non physical screening the child must undergo mental screening. If individuals do
not show up to either tests a warrant shall be issued. (The screener must also be anonymous)
24) Children of Incarcerated Families shall fall under the core of Teachers (The Maras System)
25) During Checkups Maras are also to be screened and tested.
26) Maras are to be government servants, and receive additional credit.
27) Citizens in the military shall receive credit, as well as be employed by companies outside of
citizen cities.
28) Military members are prohibited from visiting, or living in citizen cities. The reason for this is that
they are under command of their chain of command within the military body, and would have the
ability to enact military orders, which is prohibited in citizen zones.
29) Citizens have the right to bear arms that does not subtract another’s human rights in any
circumstance.
30) Property belongs to the government, and then the individuals. Government may pay out a
contract for individuals to use land for other purposes.
31) Property may be used as safe zones for natural disasters, this meaning that private property, if
would mitigate the casualties in a natural disaster, then it will be used to quarter other citizens.
32) No property shall intrude on Group Rights.
33) Trespassing on property does not allow the breaking of Human Rights.
34) Individuals who break a Human Right shall maintain the Right to Life during confrontation with law
enforcement.
35) Threats to breaking an individual's Human Rights shall be taken as an attempt, therefore fall
under the second category of crimes.
36) If the nation state breaks Human Rights then under unanimous agreement of the Groups shall
warrant a replacement of the head of government, with one of the replacements.
37) The Court's’ Duty is to maintain the Human Rights Review of the Law, as well as provide societal,
and economic possibilities to the implication of the laws they are given to review. This data must
be detailed and cover the areas of society.
38) Business shall be assisted by the State to break even until the next tax season, this applies to
businesses that have been established during the prior tax season.
39) Human Rights Protection is first and foremost in the security of the nation. Meaning enforcement
is to cover its distribution.
40) Unlimited members of groups can exist, however Groups must represent a population which must
have unique qualities that are not present in other groups.
41) Having a subset of another group will not help anything in terms of discrimination, each group is
distinct, not an offset of another. If a Group feels like they have no say in government, then they
have the right to proclaim themselves as a new identity, not a subset of another. The population
numbers ought to not matter.

42) Leaders of the Group are representatives of their Groups. Removal of them as a representative
can be done by the signature of three-fourths of those they are to have represented.
43) Once two Groups begin to merge, their representative must eliminate their control, and a new
election with both Groups as one must be held.
44) There are no term limits for representatives.
45) Elections are to be held every two years.
46) Election of Judges is determined by the Head of State.
47) The Judges may be removed by three-fourth vote from the Group Body.
48) There are no term limits for the Head of State.
49) If the future of Continen expands to have many districts, each one shall allow its groups to travel
to other districts to advertise their identity.
50) Each District shall act as its own miniature Continen. The Groups will elect a District
representative and a Top Representative.
51) A Group may not raise Funding on their own. Individuals may earn money as an individual, but
not in any representation of the Group.
52) Groups may promote NGOs.

